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Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder 
(ADHD)  
 

Please start this training by watching and listening to this wonderful song which provides an 
opening explanation of how ADHD affects the brain and the processing of information: 

https://m.youtube.com/watch?fbclid=IwAR2CUB5iy0wqzOw2xpGhTLYozpLISyv2eeo6M2Qvy
2qb5AFkWFDESKG7iS0&v=Zvqx9DfG9lU&feature=youtu.be.  

 

https://m.youtube.com/watch?fbclid=IwAR2CUB5iy0wqzOw2xpGhTLYozpLISyv2eeo6M2Qvy2qb5AFkWFDESKG7iS0&v=Zvqx9DfG9lU&feature=youtu.be
https://m.youtube.com/watch?fbclid=IwAR2CUB5iy0wqzOw2xpGhTLYozpLISyv2eeo6M2Qvy2qb5AFkWFDESKG7iS0&v=Zvqx9DfG9lU&feature=youtu.be
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What is ADHD? 

ADHD is also a neurodivergence. 

Some people are Autistic and ADHD, 

and some are just ADHD or just 

Autistic. Autism and ADHD are not 

the same, but there are overlaps. 

Autism by itself has a strong sensory 

processing layer. ADHD by itself has 

a strong impulsivity, with an often 

minimal sense of danger. Someone 

who is Autistic and ADHD often has 

fixated interests, but can switch fast 

to other interests (lack of object 

permanence), can be much more 

strongly opinionated and 

passionate, but also highly affected 

by rejection.  

Some key characteristics of ADHD 

are: 

• Bored easy. 

• Need lots of things to do 

which burn energy. 

• Easy to become explosive, not easy to calm down. 

• Unlikely to want to focus on hard work, prefer easy reward. 

• Need shorter tasks which are enjoyable. 

• Focus on fun things, minimise any focus on work. 

• The ‘hard yards’ are not appreciated by an ADHD brain mostly; they are avoided and 

dreaded. 

• Very hedonistic in nature. 

• Calms down only via distraction – never through conversation or attempts to ‘diffuse’. 
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Benefits of ADHD 

Any neurotype has its considerable 

benefits and perks. The ADHD brain can 

be quite brilliant and lead to wonderful 

success, a heightened ability to remain 

calm in difficult situations and amazing 

creativity.  

Have a read through some of the 

perks/benefits of the ADHD brain on the 

following page.  

 

1. Calm during a crisis 

When others are in a crisis, we can be 

cool, calm and under control. People 

with ADHD often pursue and excel at 

careers like ER doctor, nurse, police 

officer, journalist, athlete, or 

entertainer. In contrast, we may 

struggle to pay attention in calm 

situations; we need tips and tricks to 

help us stay on task. 

 

2. Creative 

One study showed that people with 

ADHD tend to be more creative than 

people without ADHD. For this reason, 

people with ADHD can also excel in 

creative careers. Just don’t forget that 

structure and organisation is important 

when following through on those 

creative ideas in order to see them to completion.  
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3. Intuitive 

ADHD brains often take longer to 

process sensory information 

(sights, sounds, etc.) than typical 

brains. While this may seem like a 

downside, it can actually mean 

we notice things that others 

don’t. In other words, we can 

think outside the box. 

 

4. Spontaneous 

People with ADHD are often quick 

starters that tend to jump right into a new project or idea. Instead of getting stuck following 

the status quo, we are often motivated to try new things. Planning is often a good thing, but 

too much planning can also mean you might miss out on a time-sensitive opportunity or that 

you don’t get anything done.  

 

5. Curious and driven 

People with ADHD tend to focus really intensely for long periods of time on subjects they’re 

interested in; this is called hyperfocusing. This is great for working on our hobbies or studying 

a subject we enjoy. And if we happen to hyperfocus on one thing when we should be doing 

something else, we usually have people around us to give us a reminder. 
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Some popular views of ADHD and Autism / ADHD from the Autistic/ADHD community are 

provided below for thought and consideration.  
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ADHD Summary Comments 

The best way to work with people who have ADHD is that they are seekers of enjoyable 

experiences and find quiet, still spaces, with expectations of socially regulated conduct to be 

terrifying. They often love rules that they can follow and can be staunch advocates for rules 

once they know they exist and know they can follow them. There is often boundless energy 

that exists with those who are ADHD, but this can be coupled with total exhaustion if they 

don’t acquire the sensory input they need, with the balance they require. The best way to 

move forward and work with someone who is ADHD is to: 
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➢ Use distraction as the primary response to difficult situations. 

➢ Space and break up boring or monotonous tasks with fun, short tasks to make it 

easier to get through.  

➢ Use consistency in expectations to help manage executive functioning complexities.  

➢ Use reminders and prompts to help the person remember what they are up to.  

➢ Enable the person to have control over their life and wellbeing.  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Help us move the change to non -ABA strategies by adopting brain-based and sensory based integration interventions.  
Join FB group “The OTHER Way” to find the community pushing this movement. 

The OTHER way (public group) | Facebook      *There are no copyright restrictions on this work and you’re welcome to share it. 

 
 
 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/705914967403552

